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Wedderburn Specters and the Structure of 
Certain Associative Algebras* 
JOANKE HOGAKI 
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k with Jacobson radical /. 
In case A/J is a separable k-algebra, the Wedderburn Principal Theorem yields 
the k-space decomposition A z B @ J where B is a separable k-subalgebra of -4 
and is uniquely determined up to inner automorphisms of ,4. In the general 
case one might hope for a separable subalgebra B which “becomes” a \Vedder- 
burn factor, i.e., a subalgebra B such that B ok: k is a \Vedderburn factor for 
A ok- k over R (here k is an algebraic closure of k). In this paper we describe such 
potential Wedderburn factors and the algebras in which they occur. 
If A/J is a separable k-algebra, the Wedderburn factors of A are just its 
maximal separable subalgebras. In general, however, maximal separable sub- 
algebras riced not stay maximal under base extension and do not necessarily have 
a uniquely determined k-dimension (see Example 2.6), so they cannot all be 
potential Wedderburn factors. We narrow our consideration tothose separable 
subalgebras B over which A is purely inseparable. 
DEFINITIOP; 1.1. Let R 1 S be rings. R is purely inseparable (usually 
abbreviated to PI) over S iff the R-R-bimodule map pRls: R OS R” -P R 
determined by pRIS(rl OS r20) -= rlvz h as small kernel. (\Ve will write just pE 
or p for pR,S when we can do so without ambiguity.) In case S is commutative 
and R is an S-algebra, 1.1 rcduccs to the definition fa purely inseparable algebra 
extension given in [7]. \tre have a similar definition fseparability. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let R, S, and p be as in 1.1. R is separable over S iff p splits. 
If R is an S-algebra, 1.2 reduces to the usual definition fscparablc algebra (see, 
e.g., [3]). The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
* This work is part of a doctoral dissertation submitted to Cornell University. The 
author would like to thank Professor Moss Swecdler Cur dircctiIlg her research. 
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THEOREM 2.16. I,et B be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with center C. Let 
.I =- J(A), tz = -41 J, and let r: A --) A be the natural surjection. Let L (Yesp. A)
be the unique maximal separable k-subakebra of C (resp. Z(A)). The follozcing 
statemen.ts are equivalent fora separable k-subalgebra B of A. 
(1) ,4 isP1 ozey B. 
(2) If M is any field extension f k such that (A @A M)/J(A GIL. Jf) is a 
separable M-algebra, then B Ok 112 is a Wedderburn .factor fo A @)?, IIT o7ler iIT. 
-.. 
(3) n(B) 3 A and +2,.,(B)) 3 Z(A). 
(4) Z(B) z A via 7~ and B is a maximal separable subalgebra of A. 
I.f -4is semisimple, each of the above is equivalent to 
(5) B3La~dAs B@,C. 
Subalgebras B satisfying these properties are called Wedderburn specters. \Ve
give examples to show that Wedderburn specters need not exist, and need not be 
unique up to isomorphism when they do esist; however, for any finite-dimen- 
sional k-algebra A,M,,(zl) has a specter for some n. 
Throughout his paper k is a field and ;I is a k-algebra. All rings and algebras 
arc associative with unit. Subrings have the same unit as the over ring; all 
modules are unitary. For any ring R, Rn denotes the opposite ring to R and J(R) 
the Jacobson radical ofR. Z(R) is the center of R. If S is a subset of R, Z,(S) 7: 
{Y E R rs =:- ST for all st S). 
If S is a subring of R, we form the tensor product R &j,s. R” v\-ith slip-by 
I’,s @Is Yz O =-: r1 (3, (sr2)0. For any subring CC 5’ n Z(R), R i2s R” and R are 
left R ‘; <‘ X0-modules. The following fact is easily shown. 
I .3. pH js has small kernel (splits) a  an R--R bimodule map iff it has small 
kernel (splits) as a map of left R & R”-modules. 
I .3 allows us to rephrase the definitions f separability andpure inseparabilit!. 
in terms of the ambient ring R & R0 for an)- (’ C ,\‘ n Z(R). For convenience 
\z enote one more fact. 
1.4. If R is both separable and PI over S, then p induces an isomorphism 
R !; ,Y R” % R of left R (&. R”-modules (equivalently, of R-R bimodules). 
In fact any module map f: 1tI-t X which both splits and has small kernel 
induces an isomorphism. 
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In case .3 1 B 3 k are all fields and B is separable over k, B is the maximal 
separable field extension of k in *4 iff -4 is purely inseparable over R. One 
implication holds more generally. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ‘-1 3 B be k-algebras. Suppose B is o separable k-algebra 
cd A is PI o@er B. Then B is a maximal separable subalgebra of.-I over k. 
\Ve claim n is an isomorphism. v has small kernel because ker 7~ C ker Jo ,,n 
11~ 1.4, to show 7~ is an isomorphism, itmill sufice to show it splits. Let 
6 -: S & 5’” be a separability idempotent for S over k; that is, 6defines a plitting 
for pLs i, by s + (S 06. I”) .a. Let o = im(<) E .J {a8 A0 under the natural map 
s (q,, So --f ,4 @, A”. Define p: .d [$,y <-I’) -~+ .g @lo A0 by p(x, a; & Us”) z 
(xi ai @,, 5:) u. p is the desired splitting for n. 
The injection S --f Af induces an injection S (3” S --f ‘-1 i:;lR S because S is a 
flat B-module. mult S !g8 S yields an isomorphism S /,%lB S % S. B is 
separable over k, hence B @)i: B’J is semisimple and \ve can write S ?; B C S’ AS 
left B 0): BO-modules. 
Let s’ t S’. Then mult(s’ i :;a 1 1 cajN s’) 0 so 
5’ (G),j I =-- 1 ,,‘/R s’ E(s’ ‘;jA B)n (B (:<I~ S’) 0 
Hence S’ 2-7 0and B =_ S. (l.1C.D. 
The converse of 2. I need not hold. 1Ye will exhibit an algebra which has both 
“good” and “bad” marimal separable subalgebras; that is we find asubalgebra 
over which it is PI and another over which it is not. \Ve need two lemmas. 
I.,EMx~ 2.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra zoith subalgebra B.Let K 
be a k-al‘gebra such that .-I 0,; A0 (4,: RO is an Artinialz r;q. 777en =I is PI owr 
B iff d Q,, R is PI oz’ep B 0,: R. 
Proof. Since k is a ficld the natural maps --I + .-I @,, R and .-I iz,8 A”’ -+ 
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A-l go -+I0 ok. R” (=.(A oI R) &R . ( .1 5,,, R)O) are injections, and the diagram 
below commutes, 
O----+~~~PA@~R “A “LR ----i -4 I& .-I” @.jk R” -------f _ 4 +,; &I ---a () 
t t 
0 -----f kerp,, 
flA T p---f ,-I (& =10 -p----3 _ 4 ~___- -+o 
so the map ker p,( - ker P,,~,,~ isalso an injection. 
I\-e claim ker CL,, T:,Lx = (ker p.J @I~ RO. Clearly ker p..r,zkR Z (ker PJ ob R”. 
Suppose a: Eker p ,,,;,k and (rijitl is a k-basis for R. (r: -1xj 2, I.& I’; for some 
CY, t ,q @)A -4”. P,~~J~) = 0 implies ,* l(oci) == 0 f or all i. This completes the 
proof of the claim. 
Suppose (ker p,,) @,,. R” is small and -1: ~- ker CL,, =: d c,8 --lo for some 
submodulc N of A @a A”. \Ve must show N == -1 (3 A ,4”. N (Sjjji, Ii” - 
(ker p., f2>i: R”) = A OR ;iI” @,< R”; hence N 6~ R” = A On A0 @), R”. Let 
4: .‘I-, .-I & -go be the natural injection. Since H” is a flat k-module, \ve get 
the exact sequence 
Conversely, suppose ker p,, is small. For an -4rtinian ring S with left module 
.\I, it is well known that J(S) . ;\I is th e unique maximal small submodule of Al 
(see, e.g., [2, pp. 120, 1751). M:e have krr p., C J-4 @k A”) . (A @I~ AD) and we 
must show (ker pLq) al; Ra C J(.4 @I~ A0 @& R”) . (A OR A0 0,; RO). It would 
suffice toknow J(J(d @k ,12O) @Jr: R” C J(A on: A0 0,; RO). But J(=3 ~3~ -40) @k R” 
is a nilpotent ideal, hence is in the radical ofA 0,; *-IO [<I,,. Ho. Q.E.D. 
11-e state two special cases of the lemma for future reference. 
~‘OROI.LAR\~ 2.3. Let .4 3 B 3 k be as in the lemma and let n be n positice 
inte,gcr. --f isPI ozw B #_1P,,(i3) I:vPI oz’ep :lI,(R). 
~‘OROI.l.rZRY 2.4. Let .4 3 B 3 k be as iu the lemma. Let L he afield e.yte?lsion oj 
A. .-I i.v PI owr B $7 -4 ~3~ L is PI oz’er B :jJ,( L. 
I,Fnr\r.t 2 5. Lef R 3 S 3 T be rings. 
(a) IJ R is PI ocer’ T, the?1 H is PI o?‘er S. 
(b) If R is separable oz’er T, then R is separable oz’er S. 
Pvoqf. (a) ker pLR s C ker pR ,7. , so the former is small if the latter is. 
(b) Let TT: R @jr R” -+ R @!s R” be the natural map. Suppose pR T has 
separshilitv dempotent n. Then T(U) is a separability dempotent for pRts . 
Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Let k r= [Fe(~), C =-= IF12(~1.‘2), where IF, is the field of two 
elements and (Y is indeterminate ov r it. Let Dbe theC-algebra generated byw and 
y with relations 
.yz -+ .y -~ 1, 
xy + ys == 3’. 
By [l, Theorem IX.261 D is a central quaternion division algebra over C. \l.c 
will show that M*(k( x)) is a maximal separable subalgebra ofMz(D) over which 
it is not PI, and that Mz(D) has another separable subalgebra (necessaril! 
maximal by 2.1) over which it is PI. 
Z(Mz(k(,z))) = k(x), aseparable k-algebra, hence hl,(k(s)) is separable over k. 
Z(Mz(D)) == C, not a separable k-algebra, so:VTz(D) is not separable over k. 
(For characterizations of separable algebras see [3].) Now suppose S’ is ak-algebra 
satisfying LV?,(D) 3 S’ 2 M2(k(a)). Th en S’ --: l,I,(S) for some k-algebra S with 
D 2 S 1 k(x). Necessarily S = k(s)(d) .h vvere n E D satisfies a quadratic equation 
over k(.v). Suppose d* + (f I g.r)d E k(s) for f, g E k. By examining coefficients 
in k of 01t+, &:‘*x, y o~il~y, s and oc “*.vy it can be shown that ct E C(X), hence 
S = C(X) and S’ = M2(C(,~)), which is not separable over k. ‘I’hercfore AZ,(k(s)) 
is maximal separable. 
By 2.5(b) D is separable over C(T). If ;11,(1)) were PI over ,Il,(k(s)), by 2.3 I) 
would be PI over k(.x), andso by 2.5(a) I1 would be PI over C(X). But then by 1.4 
D (&,)ZY z D, which is false (count dimensions over the field C(.T)). Thus 
M,(D) is not PI over Mz(k(r)). 
We now describe a maximal separable k-subalgebra over which Al,(D) is PI. 
By [6, Theorem 51 the map of Brauer groups B(k) + R(C) induced by -0,; C
is surjective, so for some n there xists a central simple k-algebra E satisfying 
Mn(D) ~c I: (3,: C. From the proof of [6, Theorem 51 we have M2(D) -> 
F: Ok C where E is the following crossed product. 
I,et 1. := k(w) where ZU’ .I u: 1. Let .? : W? -; f(;. Let 0 generate the 
automorphisms ofI7 leaving k fixed, e.g., take 470) = zu -.~ .?. As Y-vector space 
E has basis (1, z’, 9, ~“1. Multiplication is determined bv the equations 7”==~ n
and for all y, z E IT, iandj integers, 
yc.‘zp : p’(-)7.’ ‘, 
To get an explicit somorphism 7: ;\I,(O) -+E ~3~. C, note that E is a right 
D-module via the k-algebra injection g: I1 -, R determined by 
,.2 g(cP) c , 
g(s) .?, 
g(y) : F, 
and Z,(g(Zj)) G C. Hence M,(D) .e End B, .2 E Oh C. 
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\Ve compute r using the D-basis (1, zuj of E. 
From now on we identify x and 5. 
E is a central simple k-algebra, hence separable. Let ( )a: En + E be the map 
(en)” = e. The diagram commutes, 
so ker pLsLc. s En Nk ker pLc .Since C is PI over k, ker pc C J(C @I C) is 
a nilpotent ideal. E” @,, ker pc is therefore also a nilpotent ideal; i.e., a small 
submodule of E” ml: C &. C. T1.e have shown M.JD) is PI over E. By 2.1, 
E must be a maximal separable subalgebra ofMz(D). 
The next lemma characterizes maximal separable subalgebras inan algebra R
for which R/J(R) is separable. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with R/J(R) separable. 
Let S be a separable subalgebra qf R. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) S is a Wedderbuvn .factor for K ocer k. 
(1~) R is PI over S. 
(c) .C is a maximal separable subalgebva of R. 
i’roof. (a) - (b). Let J = J(R). R z S @ / as S @i, So-modules and the 
diagram commutes. 
RmsRo-- JiR ---- R 
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Since ( )” is an isomorphism of S @,( Y-modules, 
ker ~~~ C (( / gS K”) @ (R (9x Jo) 
c ((J &. R”) (H @,, J”)) (R ’ 4 y HO) c J(R i;l,, R”) (R (is RO), 
the last inclusion holding because (J 8,x:,, K”) (R (Lik .I”) is a nilpotent ideal. 
Since R c<,, R” is Artinian, J(R i$k R”) (R @js So) is small. 
(h) t (c). This implication is a special case of 2.1. 
(c)-(a). It would suffice toknow that every separable suhalgehra of 
R is contained in a \Vedderburn factor, which can he shown by essentially the
same argument used to prove uniqueness of \Vedderhurn factors in the 
\Vedderburn~~~Ial’ce\- theorem in [4]. Q.E.D. 
lye are now ready to sa!- something about maximal separable subalgebras ina 
more general setting. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A be a finite-dimensionul k-algebra zuith separable 
subatyebra B.Let L be any field extension of k such that (A (&I,)iJ(d 6~~ L) is a 
separable L-algebra. Then .-I is PI oz’er B i# B <ak 1: is a Wedderburn factor for 
d ok I, over I,. 
Proof. Since R is a separable /z-algebra, 11 iz;,:l. is a separable L-algebra. 
_-I is PI over R iff A @jk L is PI over B @,( I, (by 2.4) iff B @I,; I, is a Wedderburn 
factor for A @,,, L over L (by the preceding lemma). Q.E.D. 
If one (hence both) of these conditions holds, B is called a Wedderburn specter 
(specter for short) for -4 oz!er k. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A he a finite-dimensional algebra oz’er a field k. -411 
specters for -4 oz’er k hate the same dimension, which is strictly larger than the 
dimension fany separable subalgebra not a specter. 
Proof. Let B he a separable subalgehra of.J. Let k he an algebraic closure of 
/z. By the proposition N is a specter iff 
[H : /z] = [.-I IX),, k :k] [J(--r ( s.,, k): k]. y.1:.1>. 
‘The next three propositions determine 11 hich algebras have specters. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.10. Let A-1 he a ~finite-dimerlsir,ral k-akebra. Let J J(A) und 
I-! = L4/ J. Then =1 has a specter over k # A does. If d ?las a unique specter and no 
other maximal separable subalgebras, then erer? maximal separable subalgebra OfA 
is a specter and anv two specters in --I are isomorphic b-van inner automorphism. 
Proof. Let T: A + .-I be the natural map. 
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Suppose I3 is a specter for A. B is separable so x 1 B is an injection. Let
B =-- n(B). \Ve will show that B is a specter for il. B z B, hence B is separable. 
It remains to show that A is PI over B. Below is a commutative diagram of 
.-I iy?,, -d”-modules with exact rows. 
Here I, kcr p,., and K :.: ker PJ. If fi E K, let p be some element in the inverse 
image (5 ;;“)m i(p). Then b = ,13 ~~ (p ,(/?) @ I”) EI, and (TT (3 no)(h) 1-7 p, so 
;i <j G(L) h-. K is small since L is. 
(‘on\-ersrly, suppose A has a specter B. Let B’ =- x-‘(B). Then B’,‘J(B’) =-= 
B/J E B, a separable k-algebra. By the Wedderburn Principal Theorem, B’ has 
a \Vedderburn factor B G B. \Ve will show that B is a specter for -4. 
B is a \Vedderburn factor hence separable over k. It remains to show that I, is 
small. From diagram (2.1 ) above 
L :=: ker P,~ C ker(n 0p J -= ker(pd r(n (; z-I))). 
‘I’hc kernel of a composition fmaps is small if each factor map has small kernel, 
so to complete the proof that R is a specter it will suffice toshow ker(r i$ x0) is 
small. 
Since B is separable over /z B 0,; B” is semisimple. As a B ~2,~ B’)-submodule 
of *-I, J has a complement A’. 
A-l ‘; ” -4” 2 (-4’ @JR (A’)O) @ (A’ OR JO) @ (J 6J8 (.4’)0) C’ (J @:,” I”). 
T 3: # is an isomorphism on the first ummand, so 
which is small since A @J,,. il” is Artinian (cf. the proof of 2.2). 
NOW suppose that A has a unique maximal separable subalgebra B,and that B
is a specter. Suppose B and B are specters for &4 over k. By the first part of the 
proof, x(B) :m= ?r(B) = B, so B and B are \\‘edderburn factors for n-i(B). BJ 
the ‘\~rdderb~lrn~~\4al’ce~ theorem, B s i? by an inner automorphism of 
w ‘(B) c .-I. QED. 
~‘ROPOsITIOS 2.12. Let Ai 3 B, befinite-dimensional k-a[yebras for 1 :< i ” n. 
Tl7er7 7 j B, is a specter for pi .-Ii ;ff Bf is a specter for A, for 1 :' i :< II. 
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Proof. By [l, p. 441 Q,[ Bi IS st ara ‘p bl e over k iff each Bi is separable over k. 
ker ~6.~. g Oi ker p ..,.  and by well-known properties ofsmall submodules 
(see, e.gI, [2]) pi ker cl.,, issmall iff ker pAi is small for all i. QED. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let a4 be a finite-dimensional s lvable k-algebra (i.e., 
A/J(A) is commutatioe). Then A has a specter unique up to inner automorphism and 
every maximal separable subalgebra is specter. In particular anyfinite-dimensional 
commutative k-algebra h s a specter which is its unique maximal separable subalgebra. 
Proof. By the two preceding propositions it will suffice toshow that ever! 
finite-dimensional simp e commutative k-algebra (i.e., field extension) H has a 
unique maximal separable subalgcbra 5’ and that h’ is PI over S. Take S : 
separable closure of k in R. 0.lC.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let .4 be a simple finite-dimensional k-algebra. I/et 
C = Z(A) andL =- separable closure of k in C. Then A has a Wedderburn specter $1. 
there xists a central simple L-algebra E such that ,cl G R @jL C’. In this case I:’ is (I 
specter fol- 4 over k. 
Proof. Suppose +-f z E c;ir C. By the same argument used in I~samplc 2.6, 
E is a specter for A over L. But E is separable over k since its center is, so I:’ is 
also aspecter for =1 over k. \Ve have incidentally proved the final statement inthe 
proposition. 
\Vc first prove the converse for the special case L :~~ k. iYe assume ‘-1 is a 
central simple C-algebra nd C is a PI field extension of k. Let H be :I 
specter for A-I over k. LITe will show -4 2 B (S& c. A s a first ep we show that 
(=Z cxjl; C)//(a (<J,( c’) is a separable C-algebra. 
Let m: A {+I,, C OF .-I he the algebra surjection determined bym(a L),, c) ac. 
To finish the first step we need only show that JAq (%JL C) =-~ ker m. Kov- 
](--I Q,, C) is a nilpotent ideal, hence m(J(d @I,; C)) is also. But .-I is simple; its 
onlv nilpotent ideal is (0) so ](A 6Ji C) C ker m. 
Suppose Y E ker m and let {a,) he a C-basis for A-1. n: -= z, (EL, (7~7, :r:,, c7,) 
for some r ‘, ’cIc E C’. xi,lL a,r,,c,( =:- 0impliesx,. cLc, 0 for all i, so I 1 8 
;.?:c < (, ('1, c, t kcr pc c J(C ($ C). 
' I 
Kow /(C@,C) is nilpotent and central in.-1 6,. C, hence it generates a nilpotent 
ideal I in A aA C. N E I C J(,4 (:*‘,, C). This completes the proof that 
A r& C/](A gIli C) ” --l. 
C = X(=1) -L Z(B) @,, Z(C) : Z(B) e~~ (‘, 
hence Z(B) := k. 
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Now 1~ eare ready for the proof of the general case. Let A, C, L, k be as in the 
statement of the proposition, a dsuppose B is a specter for A over k. By the 
special case, it would be enough to show B is also aspecter for A over L. Since A is 
PI over B we only need to know that B is a separable L-algebra. By 2.5(b) it will 
suffice toshow R 3 L. 
Since B andL are separable /z-algebras, B @ < L is also; hence the homomorphic 
image RI, of B oi: L under the multiplication map B @k L --f A is separable. 
RI, 3 B, so by maximality B : BI, 3 L. Q.E.D. 
~:OROLLARY 2.15. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra. Then for some n, 
.lln(-g) hasa specter over k. 
Proof. For each simple component Ai of A/J(A) there is a positive integer ni 
such that .2Z,,(AJ has a specter (apply [6, Th eorem 51 and the preceding proposi- 
tion). Let n be the least common multiple of the ni’s. Then MJA/J(A)) s 
Alln(.4) ‘.lZ,(J(&4)) has a specter. By 2.10 M,(A) does also. QED. 
THEOREXI 2.16.i Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with center C. Let 
J = J(A), =3 == Al J, and let n: A -+ A be the natural surjection. Let L (resp. A)
be the unique maximal separable k-subalgebra of C (resp. Z(s)). The following 
statements are equivalent fora separable k-subalgebra B of A. 
(1) -4 is PI over B (i.e., B is a specter for A over k). 
(2) If ;II is any field extension fk such that (A 0,: M)/ J(A & 112) is a 
separable :11-algebra, thenB @k M is a Wedderburn factor for A ok AI over M. 
(3) n(B) 3 A and n@,(B)) C Z(A). 
(4) Z(B) s A via v and B is a maximal separable subalgebra ofA. 
If 9 is semisimple, each of these statements is equivalent to 
(5) B3L and A-BBO,C. 
Proof. (I) H (2) by 2.8. We prove (1) H (3) in three stages. 
(i) Assume 9 is simple. In this case we restate (3) as 
(3’) B 11, and Z,(B) = Z(A) = C. 
(1) - (3’). By the proof of 2.14 B is a central simple L-algebra and 
,4 s B gL C. By the standard theory of simple algebras (see, e.g., [5, 
Theorem 4.21) A g B QL Z,(B). S’ mce CC Z,(B), B or. C z B aL Z,(B) 
implies C =I Z.,(B). 
1 The author is indebted to E. C. Ingraham for pointing out a mistake in an earlier 
version of this theorem. 
(3’) ---f (1). (’ = Z.,(B) 1 Z,(B) n H =~ Z(B) 31,. Since u is a I-eparahle 
k-algebra, its center is also, hence Z(B) =.m L. B is simple because its center is a 
field. By [5, Theorem 4.21 <4 _s B @j:L Z,4(B) ~= B @IS C. By 2.14, H is a specter-. 
(ii) .\ssume .-I is semisimple. Inthis case also (3) is equiv,alent to (3’). I,ct 
.-I :m= &‘_, -.gi with --I; simple, and suppose B =-~ (cL’nel Bj ,I, =~ -):’ ,I., and 
C =- (?\,“=, C, where (‘, Z,;, Bi C Bi for 1 =: i :; n. B is a specter for --l ifY 
each Bf is a specter for --li (by 2.12) iff Z,4,(Bi) :=C, and Bi 3 L, (by the simple 
case) iff 2 ,(B) =m= c’ and B 3 I,. The last equivalence holds because 
Z,(B,) -1, G, ... B; AimI 61 ZA,(Bi) 6 ... c: A, , 
hence ZJB) :: Z.,(m:- ) Bi) :m ni Z,,(BJ :-=- @,; Z,,(B,). 
(iii) Assume --I is a finite-dimensional k-algebra. Let B I= n(B). TT 1 B is 
injective. 
By the proof of 2. IO B is a specter for r-l iff B is a specter for A, so by the semi- 
simple case it will he enough to show the equivalence of(3) and 
(3”) I? 3 A and Z,-(B) =-- Z(A). 
(3) ---f (3”). It is enough to show ZA(@ C Z(A). Suppose y :: ZA(B). 
Let Q E n-i(q). Then qb bq E 1 for all bt B, i.e., y induces aderivation from B 
to J. Since N is separable, all derivations areinner [4, Theorem 72.161 so there 
exists 12 E J with nb bn =z qb -~ bq for all b E B and q ~-~ tz EZ,,(B). Hence 
y z:: “(I/ tt) tz-(&(B)) C Z(A), w ere the last inclusion comes from (3). h 
(3”) + (3). Suppose n t Z,(B). Then ~(a) EZA.f(si(B)) z---Z.q(U) :
Z(A) by (3”). 
(1) -+ (4). By 2. I B is maximal separable. = !H is injective and 11 is a 
specter for .q by 2.10, so Z(B) =-- A. H ence r: Z(B) --, A is an isomorphism. 
(4) + (1). It is enough to show that each simple component of A has a 
specter which is its intersection with i3. The hypotheses of(4) on --1 and B impl! 
the same hypotheses onthe simple components of -4, so without loss of generalit!- 
we may assume Zz is simple with maximal separable subalgebra B and Z(B) : I,. 
a separable field extension fk. 
Since B is semisimple with center a field, itis simple and .-I .? R : ,. % l(ll). 
Z,t(B) is a simple ring. By 2.14 it will suffice toshow Z,,,(B) ==C’. 
Suppose a E Z,,(B) satisfies a separable equation over L. Then the image of 
B or, L[n] in A under multiplication is a separable k-subalgebra of d containing 
B. By maximality, BL[a] = B so a EL; i.e., every element of Z,(B) satisfying a 
separable equation overL is already inL. In particular, Z,(B) has no idempotents 
so it is a division algebra. By [5, Theorem 3.2.11 itis commutative. C:= Z(A) Ed 
Z(B) aL Z(Z.,(B)) gxL @L Z..,(B), so Z,,<(B) = C. 
(1) t, (5). In case A is simple, the equivalence is essentially a 
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restatement of2.14. Now let =1 m=- 0, Ai , B = E),i B , C 2 @i Ci , and 
L = 0; L, where Li , Ci , B, C .+I, and AL is simple for 1 < i < n. B is a specter 
for -4 iff each B, is a specter for Ai (by 2.12) iff B, 3 Lj and -gj g Bi QLi C, (by 
the simple case) iff B II, and 
.A : @ i3i E @ (Bi @,-, CJ gg (0 Bi) Or (F Cl) 
z t I 
since Bi @jLi C, _- 0 unless i= j : I. QED. 
We conclude with examples of two kinds of problems which can arise in the 
study of specters. 
EXAMPLE 2.17. Specters are not unique up to isomorphism. 
Specters for a simple algebra -4 are characterized by their behavior under 
certain base extensions ( ee 2.8). Since in general the functor -& C from 
k-algebras toC-algebras i not one-to-one on isomorphism classes (here C is a 
field extension fk), one cannot expect specters tobe unique up to isomorphism. 
For example, let k = E,(a), C = iF2(~112) ( as in 2.6) and -3 = Mz(C). Mz(C) z 
M,Jk) 8~~ C, so fZl,(k) is aspecter for Mz(C) over k. Let (2 be quaternions over k 
with k-basis { 1, (5, 7, 67) and relations 
so Q is a separable k-subalgebra of-1Z2(C) ofthe same dimension as &l,(R). By
2.9 Q is also a specter for MJC). But 0 * ,lZ,JK) since 0 is a division algebra 
[l, Theorem 1X.261. 
EXAMPLE 2.18. Kot all algebras have specters. 
Let II, C, and k be as in 2.6; i.e., k : F,(E), C = IFz(&z), and IJ a quatcrnion 
algebra over C generated by x and 1’ with relations 
.$ -!- .y z 1 ) 
y" IL= (11112 
XY f yx = y. 
Suppose Z, had a specter G. Then D s G Ok C and G would be a four- 
dimensional central simple k-algebra. Since D has no idempotents, G would have 
to be a division algebra. We claim any four-dimensional central division algebra 
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Q over k is split by C. For by [I, Lemma IX.81 Q is cyclic, hence by [ 1, Theorem 
VII.271 Q has a purely inseparable splitting field of degree two over k. To finish 
the proof of the claim it will suffice toprove the following lemma. 
hvrnu 2.19. The only second egree PI field extension ofk is C. 
Proqf. Let k(N) be such an extension. 0” -=f(a)/&~~) forsomef(cr), ~(a) E[FJaJ, 
and k(0) == k(@(oc)), so without loss of generality assume tP _- f(a) E F,[oL]. 
Write 8” = (fi(az))” -1. c&(cx))~ for some fi(a), jJa> E [F,[cx]. Then k(B) z7 
k((0 +ffi(a))/fz(a)) :-= k(G) == C. Q.E.D. 
Hence if a specter G existed, we would have 
a contradiction. 
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